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Nova Fun! Find the Telescope!

 Inside each bi-monthly issue of the Nova
is hidden a telescope graphic. Find the
telescope graphic and let the Nova editor
know what page and where you found the
telescope on that page and if you are
right, you will be mailed a fun vinyl
astronomy sticker to put on a water
bottle, computer, telescope, Etc!  E-mail
the editor of the Nova, Jenette Scott at
scienceeducator@yahoo.com with your
find!  Good Luck and Happy Hunting!! 

 

T H E  O F F I C I A L  P U B L I C A T I O N  O F  T H E  S A L T  L A K E
A S T R O N O M I C A L  S O C I E T Y

MOON PHASES

slas.usslas.us

SEPTEMBER
(Note: Time is in 24-hour time and 

reflects Mountain Time Zone)
03- First Quarter - 12:08
10-  Full Moon - 03:58
17- Third Quarter - 15:52
25- New Moon - 15:54
                           OCTOBER
02- First Quarter - 18:15
09- Full Moon - 14:54
17- Third Quarter - 11:16
25- New Moon - 04:48

Did You Know?

Our moon is 27% the size of our home
planet Earth. That is a large ratio. It is
nearly 1:4. No other planet in our solar
system has a moon-to-planet ratio that
large. Because of this, our moon has a lot
of influence on our planet making it
possible for life to exist on Earth.   

Find us on Facebook!
     https://www.facebook.com/groups/SLAS.Talk/     

https://www.facebook.com/UtahStarParty
https://www.facebook.com/UtahSPOC

I'm the 

telescope

 you're looking

for!!

NOVA

SLASBROCHURE.pdf

Hey teachers! If you are looking for information about space
and games your students can play, visit SciJinks at:
https://scijinks.gov/menu/space-weather/

http://slas.us/docs/SLASBROCHURE.pdf


Contact board:  board@slas.us
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contact editor: scienceeducator@yahoo.com



SLAS SPOC and Library Star Party

Schedule

NOVA

General Meeting
Information

Board Meetings are for SLAS Board members and are

open to any member of SLAS to attend. Please note that

only board members may vote at board meetings. Board

meetings take place on the 2nd Wednesday of each

month at 7:30 pm located at the Denny's Restaurant on

250 W. 500 South

Salt Lake City, UT

(we meet in the back meeting room)

 

General Meetings  for SLAS members take place on the

3rd Wednesday of each month (With the exception of

December when the solstice party at the beginning of

December takes the place of the General Meeting ) at

7:30 pm located at

Room TB104, Rampton Technology Building,

Salt Lake Community College

Redwood Road Campus Parking is across the street to

the north of the building. General Meetings are open to

the public.

**Zoom links are available for meetings, contact a
member of the SLAS Board for that information.
Board contact information can be found at slas.us

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!!

SLAS members with telescopes and solar scopes are needed to help make
our awesome SLAS-hosted library star parties and our pubic SPOC and Solar
Parties a success!  Check the star (above) and solar party (below)  schedule
and come with your scopes and have some fun! 

Sept. 14 -Board Meeting
Sept. 21 -General Meeting

Oct. 12-Board Meeting
Oct. 19- General Meeting

See above info for place and times for
meetings and slas.us for more
information 



SLAS Solar Party Information
 There will be Sun/Solar Parties this year on Full
Moon Saturdays as on past schedules. These will be
held as usual at Winchester Park in Murray 6400
South Winchester St. Murray Bluffs Dr 1200 W., on
the South Lawn next to the Bike trail. Set up for
scope users is 8:30 am parties run 9:00 am to noon.
Bring a Mask if you have one just to be safe. Since I
do not drive anymore, I will be getting a ride over
with my PST and might not be there right at set up.
If a biking event and tent occupies our usual area,
then setup is on the West Lawn near the entry
driveway. 
Nate Goodman, your Solar Announcer. 

Say Hello to Our New
Members!

September and October Public Sun Parties
will be on September 10 and October 8. Parties start
at 9 am and end at Noon. See the write-up above for

more information.  

At SLAS, We:
*Promote astronomy*

*Encourage public education
and interest*

*Coordinate activities with
professional research*

Jasmine Barraga
 Turner C. Bitton
Annette Brady 

Robin Butz
Thomas Carlson
Jessica Cofrancesco 
Sammantha Francis 
Brock Haymond 
Michael Hoppus
Albert J. Hurtado
Gregory Lott
Karoline Meador
Robert Prowse
Mary Reagan
Robert Rucinski
John Sharp
Dave Shuey
Alexander Sutton
Madison Vasquez



SLAS Happpenings

Candidacy statement for the 2023 Board
Member-At-Large position

I am Marlene Egger, and I am running for an at-large
position on the SLAS Board. I have been an SLAS
member since 2015 after C/2014 Q2 (Lovejoy) rekindled
a long-dormant interest in the night sky. Earlier, I
recall only glimpses: seeing a solar eclipse through a
pinhole camera as a child, looking at the Moon and
thinking “there are men on it”, being stunned by the
Challenger disaster, and visualizing Halley’s comet on
a kayak trip. Then career and professional
responsibilities intervened. Since 2015, SLAS members
helped me over the steep learning curve of amateur
astronomy. I am a regular at SPOC, school, and library
star parties, and I have given talks at SLAStrofest. I
chaired the 2019 SLAS constitution committee, which
advised the Board on the minimum tweaks necessary
to update our constitution to include 21st-century
communication capabilities. Currently, I coordinate
training on the SLAS Bogdan Refractor, the place to
start on telescopes at SPOC. Although I am in favor of
Board members being younger rather than older, there
isn’t always a time when one’s career or family is
advancing. As I will retire this year, I would like to give
back to the members and friends who helped me
along, by serving as an at-large member on the SLAS
Board.

Nominations for club officers are 
 open for 2023

You may nominate yourself or someone else.  
Before nominating someone else, please ask
for their permission before doing so. 

Positions and Nominations:

SLAS President:  Don Abernathy

SLAS Vice-President: Tony Sarra 

SLAS Secretary/Treasurer: Open for nomination

SLAS Board Members-At-Large: Marlene Egger,
Jim Keane, and Krista Lemoine

Nominations for officers will close on August 31, 2022. Please email
nominations to Rochelle Tarin and cc Aleta Cox.



SLAS Has A Winner!
By Aleta L. Cox, SLAS President

In February 2022, Matt Covington, a SLAS member, contacted me about
his son Ben's (also a SLAS member) desire to enter the Astronomical
League's Youth Journalism Award contest. He needed to be nominated
by an officer in an affiliated club or someone who is a regional
representative. He asked if someone in SLAS could help him out and
nominate his son for this. Since I am not only the president of SLAS, but
also the ALCor (Astronomical League Correspondent) for SLAS to the
League, I decided that I would go ahead and nominate Ben so he could
try for the contest. Matt sent me a link with all the information.

The requirements for the contest were that the nominee is between 8
and 14 years of age (Ben is 14), write an essay between 300 and 500
words on any science-related field desired, and the deadline was March
31, 2022. I filled out the paperwork, signed it, and sent it back to Matt
and Ben. Ben sent me a copy of his essay to read and I thought he did a
superb job. He wrote about M1, the Crab Nebula.

Time passed and one day I wondered if anything had become of Ben and
his entry. A few days later, I received a CC of an email to Ben from Chuck
Allen, the League VP, congratulating and informing Ben that he had won
Second Place in the Horkheimer/O'Meara Youth Journalism Award! He
will receive a Plaque and $500.00  as a prize, and be recognized in the
League's September issue of the Reflector magazine. The League will also
issue a press release in his local paper, the Holladay Journal. Also, if he
attended the ALCON in Albuquerque, NM, he would also be recognized
there and be awarded the prize in person.

SLAS also wants to recognize Ben and his accomplishment and send
congratulations to him and say Well Done Ben! We want you to know that
we are proud of your accomplishment and wish you all the best in your
future journalism journeys. Congratulations again Ben!



More SLAS Happenings

SLAS Members in the News!

At 8:30 am on Saturday, August 13, 2022, an
800-pound, 2-foot in diameter meteor
traveling at about 39,000 miles per hour,
slammed into the earth's atmosphere and
shattered over the Salt Lake Valley with the
force of 15 tons of TNT, sending a shockwave
that could be heard for several miles. "There
were some eyewitness reports of a bright
fireball around the same time, confirmed by
videos from a few cameras in the area and
detections by the Geostationary Lightning
Mappers on the GOES 17 and 18 satellites." 
 The news promptly turned to our own SLAS
member and NASA/JPL Solar System
Ambassador to Utah, Patrick Wiggins to help
them report on the occurrence! Way to go
Patrick!! 

(Source: KSL Channel 5, the American Meteor
Society, and NASA Meteor Watch)

Learn what to do if you find a meteorite at:
https://astronomyjhb.co.za/meteorites/
and
https://geology.utah.gov/map-pub/survey-
notes/glad-you-asked/meteorite-or-meteorwrong/

Mark your calendars for the
Winter Solstice Party on

December 3, 2022, at 7:00 p.m.
at Golden Corral in Midvale

(665 E 7200 S)



Who is Sonny Clary?

(Sonny and his dog Brix
Source:
http://www.nevadameteorites.com/n
evadameteorites/Sonny_Clary_Meteo
rites_Nevadameteorites_About_Us.ht
ml)

You may have heard the name Sonny Clary in the news as one
of the meteorite hunters that found parts of the August 13,
2022, meteor, but who is he? 

Sonny has been searching for meteorites for the past 25 years
and is very good at what he does.  His dog, Brix is always close
by helping with the hunt.  Brix has been trained much the same
as cadaver dogs, but instead of sniffing out the remains of a
body, Brix can sniff out the scent of the seared crust of a
meteorite. 

Sonny and Brix have a lot of fun searching for these rocks from space. But, it is not
about the money for Sonny.  He is more interested in the educational opportunities
these beautiful meteorites merit.  His finds are donated to local universities, natural
history museums, or planetariums.  The pieces of the August 13, 2022 meteors that
Sonny and Brix have found near the Great Salt Lake have been donated to the
University of Utah for study.  

If you would like to learn more about Sonny and Brix, you can visit the Nevada Meteors
website at:
http://www.nevadameteorites.com/nevadameteorites/Sonny_Clary_Meteorites_Nevadam
eteorites_About_Us.html

Even More SLAS Happenings 

Need Some Help with Your Telescope? 
Our Own Max Byerly Can Help!

Telescope Repairs and Maintenance:

Do you ever find yourself needing help with your telescope? Maybe something isn't working, right? Maybe you
can't figure out how to get it properly collimated or aligned with the sky? Has it broken down and needs a fix?
I'm here to help! I'm Max and I've been helping people get back under the night sky for 10 years now. I moved
to SLC a few years ago, and have tried to be active when my work schedule lets me come to events and star
parties. I enjoy helping people with the night sky and their equipment. I know a lot from the basics all the way
to imaging faint targets with a telescope. I'm quite experienced in particular with Meade, Celestron, iOptron,
and Orion/Skywatcher equipment, but that doesn't mean I can't help if you have something outside of that.
I've repaired and fixed many mounts cleaned many telescopes and mirrors, and regreased and tuned several
Goto systems. Just know that when something happens or if you're not comfortable tackling something, reach
out to me and let's see what I can do for you! Contact: maxbyerly@icloud.com

mailto:maxbyerly@icloud.com


Pssst! Need a Telescope?

Do you want to use a telescope, but don't have the space for one, or the money for
one? There are a couple of options for borrowing a telescope. One is from our Salt
Lake County Libraries and the other is if you join SLAS, you can borrow a telescope as
part of membership benefits. 

The Salt Lake County Library System

These are the telescopes available to borrow through
SLAS. This program is for members only and can be
obtained through slas.us

S
L
A
S



Max's Gadget
of the Month!

By: Max Byerly

LED Panel for Flat Frames 
Ever had issues capturing proper flat frames for your astrophotography imaging session?
Maybe the flat frames are off to one side because the dew shield is crooked just a little, or
maybe your t-shirt isn't getting even illumination of the light. Here's a fix for that! Recently
after doing a bunch of research, I came up with a new and improved way to better my
astrophotography, I came across these LED tracing panels that an artist would use to trace
and draw with. They are evenly illuminated and can vary in brightness and size. They can
range from smaller than a piece of paper up to very large 12x16 size formats which should
be good for up 11" telescopes roughly for taking flat frames. Some are battery-powered, but
some of the larger ones will be powered by a USB-C and a little power bank. A lot of mounts
now have USB ports where you can get the power needed from the mount quickly. Simply
turn down the brightness all the way, lay it over your front objective, and have evenly
illuminated flat frame fields to stack in your post-processing! Prices range between $12-50
depending on the size you need and the brands. Clear skies and happy imaging!!
Link to the product: 
https://www.amazon.com/LITENERGY-Ultra-Thin-Adjustable-Streaming-
Stenciling/dp/B07H7FLJX1/ref=sr_1_3?
crid=3LBIEV4T3FSBO&keywords=led+tracing+panel&qid=1660804129&sprefix=led+tracing+panel
%2Caps%2C192&sr=8-3

Photo credit: Max Byerly



SEPTEMBER AND OCTOBER SKIES
Credit: 2022 Astronomy Event Calendar | GO ASTRONOMY (go-astronomy.com)

SEPTEMBER 2022
Sep 10: Full moon phase (Harvest Moon)
Sep 16: Neptune at opposition
Sep 23: September equinox (00:55 UTC)
Sep 25: New moon phase
Sep 26: Jupiter at opposition

 
 

 OCTOBER 2022
Oct 7: Draconids meteors
Oct 8: Mercury at greatest western elongation
Oct 9: Full moon phase (Hunters Moon)
Oct 21-22: Orionid meteors
Oct 25: New moon phase
Oct 25: Partial solar eclipse NASA eclipse map

 
In October: Asteroid Didymos nearest 
approach to Earth

 
 

Photo of Saturn courtesy of
SLAS member and

astrophotographer Max Byerly.

https://www.go-astronomy.com/solar-system/event-calendar.htm


Happy Birthday To:

Astronomer Spotlight

Robert Henry Lawrence Jr.

Photo Credit: NASA

Robert Henry Lawrence Jr. was born October 2, 1935, in Chicago, Illinois. He was a very
smart child and graduated high school at the age of 16.  He earned a Bachelor's degree in
chemistry by the age of 20 and became an extremely skilled airforce officer and pilot. He
went on to earn his Ph.D. in chemistry and also completed airforce test pilot school.  He
was then inducted into the MOL program. He was the first astronaut of color and the first
astronaut with a doctorate degree. Before he could board a mission to space, Robert was
killed in an F-104 Starfighter crash on December 8, 1967. His work provided the way for
future Space Shuttle missions.  
His death was a terrible tragedy for his wife and his son that was 8 years old at the time.  It
was also a horrible tragedy for NASA. 

"On December 8, 1997, the 30th anniversary of Robert's death, his name was engraved in
the Astronauts Memorial Foundation's Space Mirror at Kennedy Space Center Visitor
Complex, which honors astronauts who made the ultimate sacrifice for their space
programs. Twenty years later, on the 50th anniversary of his death, NASA leaders honored
Lawrence in a ceremony attended by hundreds.  Former NASA Administrator Charlie
Bolden recalled that Lawrence 'was involved in the development of the maneuver that
would become a critical part of space shuttle landing techniques called 'flare.'' KSC
Director Bob Cabana said, "Maj. Lawrence truly was a hero.  He took the first steps in
setting the stage for what was to come. His ground-breaking accomplishments continue
to be an inspiration, showing that excellence knows no color."  Happy Birthday Robert
Henry Lawrence Jr.!  Godspeed! 

To read more about Robert Henry Lawrence Jr. please visit:

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.nasa.gov/feature/robert-lawrence-first-african-
american-
astronaut&sa=D&source=hangouts&ust=1661923834479000&usg=AOvVaw2Z6QQreqlr
Mx6JZl5s-GGy
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METEORS AND METEORITES
Meteors are nothing new to the earth.  Every day, very small dust size meteors enter the earth's
atmosphere and even land on the earth. Fine meteorite dust, about 100 tons a day, falls all over the earth
every day.  A good majority of meteorites are magnetic due to the iron they contain. You can use a magnet
near the downspout of your rain gutter to see if you can pick up some of those tiny meteorites that have
landed on your home and washed down the rain gutter downspout in a rain storm.  

Sometimes meteors are bigger and we see them burn up in the night sky as "shoot stars." And sometimes
they are even bigger and we see them enter the earth's atmosphere and sometimes they can make a big
"BANG!" sound as they break apart slamming into the atmosphere at thousands of miles per hour, just like
the meteor did that entered into our atmosphere over Salt Lake City on the morning of August 13, 2022.  

Here are some words associated with those space rocks, pebbles, and dust that enter our atmosphere:
Meteoroid: A small body moving in the solar system that would become a meteor if it entered the earth's
atmosphere. 
Meteor: A small body of matter from space that enters the earth's atmosphere, becoming incandescent as
a result of friction and appearing as a streak of light. ("Shooting Star")
Meteorite: A meteor that survives the passage through the earth's atmosphere such that part of it strikes
the ground. More than 90% of meteorites are made of rock while the other 10% consist of iron and nickel
and can look like a hodgepodge of matter glued together. 

In the United States, it is legal to hunt for, collect, and sell meteorites you find. However, other countries,
such as South Africa, have laws against it. 
You can make your own edible and yummy meteorites with the recipe below and share them with your
friends! It even looks like a hodgepodge of matter glued together just like the real meteorites!
If you want to read more about meteorites visit: 
https://www.planets.org/all-about-meteorites



No Bake Rocky Road Meteorite Cookies
 

Easy Meteorite Recipe You Can Eat With No
Heat Needed From Traveling Through The Atmosphere

 Or Oven, Just a Kitchen Stove!

Prep Time  15 minutes
Cook Time    5 minutes
Total Time  20 minutes
Servings     30 cookies
Calories     132kcal
The author adapted from: RecipeGirl.com (adapted from King Arthur Flour's Cookie Companion)
INGREDIENTS
·3 cups Rice Krispies

·1 cup chocolate chips

·¾ cup Nutella

·1 cup (4 ounces) sliced almonds or peanut halves

·1 cup mini marshmallows

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Place the cereal in a large bowl and set aside.

2. In a small saucepan set over low heat (or in a small bowl in the microwave), melt the chocolate chips

and Nutella together until all is melted and smooth. Pour the melted mixture over the cereal and let cool

slightly. Stir in the almonds and marshmallows. Drop by the Tablespoonful onto waxed paper or lightly

greased parchment paper and chill until set. Eat your yummy meteorite and enjoy!



Become a Citizen
Scientist!

SciStarter: Science we can do together:  ( Sign up at: https://scistarter.org/):  "SciStarter is a globally acclaimed, online citizen
science hub where more than 3,000 projects, searchable by location, topic, age level, etc, have been registered by individual project
leaders or imported through partnerships with federal governments, NGOs, and universities. As a research affiliate of NCSU and ASU,
and a popular citizen science portal, SciStarter hosts an active community of close to 100,000 registered citizen scientists and
millions of additional site visitors. Hundreds of citizen science projects use SciStarter's NSF-supported APIs to help citizen scientists
earn credit for their participation in their SciStarter dashboard, across projects and platforms. These features enable SciStarter's
partners (libraries, schools, museums, Girl Scouts, and more) to catalyze customized citizen science pathways and track and
support the progress of their communities through SciStarter. SciStarter also supports researchers in managing projects, including
best practices for engaging participant partners."  Citizen Scientists are needed for projects in astronomy research. 

Zooniverse: People Powered Research: (Sign up at: https://www.zooniverse.org): "The Zooniverse is the world’s largest and most
popular platform for people-powered research. This research is made possible by volunteers — more than a million people around
the world who come together to assist professional researchers. Our goal is to enable research that would not be possible, or
practical, otherwise. Zooniverse research results in new discoveries, datasets useful to the wider research community, and many
publications. You don’t need any specialized background, training, or expertise to participate in any Zooniverse projects. We make it
easy for anyone to contribute to real academic research, on their own computer, at their own convenience."  Citizen Scientists are
needed for projects in astronomy research. 

National Geographic: Citizen Science Opportunities for All Ages: 
(Sign up at: https://education.nationalgeographic.org/resource/citizen-science-projects): Search space, help NASA classify
galaxies, measure night sky brightness,  find age-appropriate projects, and teacher resources. 

Citizenscience.gov: Helping Federal Agencies Accelerate Innovation Through Public Participation: 
(Sign up at citizenscience.gov): "CitizenScience.gov is an official government website designed to accelerate the use of
crowdsourcing and citizen science across the U.S. government. The site provides a portal to three key components: a catalog of
federally supported citizen science projects, a toolkit to assist federal practitioners with designing and maintaining their projects,
and a gateway to a community of hundreds of citizen science practitioners and coordinators across government as called for in the
Crowdsourcing and Citizen Science Act of 2016 (15 USC 3724). Through citizen science and crowdsourcing, the federal government
and nongovernmental organizations can engage the American public in addressing societal needs and accelerating science,
technology, and innovation."  Many NASA projects have been listed that need volunteers. 

https://www.zooniverse.org/about/publications
https://www.citizenscience.gov/catalog/
https://www.citizenscience.gov/toolkit
https://www.citizenscience.gov/about/community-of-practice/
http://bit.ly/2BlulAG


Kirkwood Gaps:
"These are gaps in the distribution of asteroid orbital periods of asteroids in
the asteroid belt. These gaps occur as fractions such as 1/2 or 1/3, Etc., of

Jupiter's orbital period.  These gaps are caused by the gravitational
interaction between Jupiter and asteroids during their orbital periods. The

orbit of the asteroids that fall into  Kirkwood gaps is regularly disturbed
every 2 to 3 orbits, Etc. They are drawn more and more into elliptical orbits

until they come close enough to Jupiter for Jupiter's gravity to have more of
an effect on them than that of the sun's gravity.  At this point, the asteroid

is usually flung completely out of the solar system.  This same effect explains
why Saturn's moon Mimas causes the Cassini division in Saturn's rings." 

(Source: https://wisp.physics.wisc.edu) 
To read deeper about Kirkwood Gaps visit: 

http://web.mit.edu/wisdom/www/kirkwood.pdf
https://nineplanets.org/kirkwood-gap/

Astronomy
Nomenclature



SLAS Meeting
Notes

SALT LAKE ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY BOARD MEETING MINUTES 
July 13, 2022 

Board Members in Attendance: Aleta Cox, Tony Sarra, Jeannie Gamble, Jim Keane, and
Rochelle Tarin via Zoom Other Members in Attendance: Patrick Wiggins, Joan Carman, Don

Abernathy, Ken Warner, and Rodger Fry via Zoom Location: Denny’s 250 W. 500 S. West, Salt
Lake City, Utah, and via Zoom President Aleta Cox called the meeting to order: 7:30 PM Aleta
provided an Agenda to Board Members at the start of the meeting. Aleta asked Rodger if has
anything to report. Rodger said the previous SPOC star party had great attendance. Rodger
mentioned the speaker for July 20th is Jonathan Barnes who will be speaking about the ESA

Gaia spacecraft. The August 17th speaker is Dr. Stefanie Milam, a JWST scientist who will
speak about the new images captured by JWST. Rodger mentioned there are no speakers

scheduled for September and October. Rodger reached out to Anil Seth of the University of
Utah Physics Department to see if he is interested in speaking in one of those months.

Rodger said if anyone has speakers in mind, to please let him know. Aleta then asked Tony if
he has anything to report. Tony said he has nothing to report. Aleta then asked Rochelle if

she has anything to report. Rochelle said last month’s bank balance was $50,399.26 with one
new member. Rochelle mentioned that she had a PayPal transaction for the Astronomical

League paid by a non-member. The $7.50 for Astronomical League is the club price for SLAS
members only. Ken mentioned he can have the Astronomical League cost $40 for non-

members or he can remove the Astronomical League from being an option if the person
doesn’t select to pay the membership fee. The board agreed to the latter. Aleta asked Jim if
he has anything to report. Jim said he has nothing to report. Aleta asked Jeannie if she has
anything to report. Jeannie said during the July 20th general meeting, that Rocky Mountain

Power is going to present SLAS with a grant of $2,500 for the Davis County libraries - Library
Loaner Program. The grant will go towards buying 7 telescopes, one for each library in Davis

County. Rocky Mountain Power is doing a press release on this and would like for SLAS board
members to be present if possible. Jeannie told Aleta to let Rocky Mountain present the
check first before the guest speakers begins. Jeannie said it should take between 5-10

minutes to present the check. Jeannie also mentioned she acquired a social media volunteer,
Nethra Suresh. Nethra is passionate about astronomy and is interested in helping SLAS with
social media content. Jeannie told Rochelle she will schedule a Zoom meeting for the three of
them to meet and talk about Nethra running a social media campaign for SLAS. Jeannie said

the poster signs for star parties are being printed. Jeannie mentioned on August



SLAS Meeting
Notes

6th, there will be a social gathering at SPOC, and she will send a SLAS blast about it. Jeannie is 
working on getting free snacks for the event but asked the board if she can have a budget for 
drinks and snacks in case, she can’t acquire them for free. The board agreed to give Jeannie a 
budget of $75 for the August 6th social gathering. Jeannie will plan the gathering for 50 
members.
Aleta asked Joan if she has anything to report. Joan said the July 8th star party at West Jordan
library had an attendance of 350 people. Joan said she is receiving positive feedback from
library 
managers. Aleta said Magna Library was interested in a star party. Joan said that the Magna 
library is part of the county library system and had their chance to arrange for a star 
party. During June’s board meeting, Joan mentioned she would need a couple of hundred
dollars from SLAS funds for any overage (of the $2,500 from Rocky Mountain Power) to ensure
Davis County gets 1 telescope for each of its libraries (7 telescopes total). Joan listed prices for
the main piece and the telescope. The scope currently used is unavailable and might be
available again in the fall, but the cost will be unknown. The last time Joan purchased
telescopes for Grantsville library, the cost was $270/scope. Joan reported, that due to
miscommunications with Clark Planetarium, she purchased 44 lens pens and headlamps and
ate the cost. Aleta and Joan mentioned it would be a good idea to give the headlamps as
prizes for the Winter Solstice party, but a decision was not made.
Aleta mentioned officer elections are coming up. All positions are up for re-election except for 
President. Aleta has served two terms already and is not eligible for re-election. Aleta asked
the board to think about whom they would like to nominate or if they would like to run again.
If board members want to nominate 
someone, Aleta asks that they reach out to them first and ask if they are willing to be an
officer.
Rochelle mentioned she will not be running for re-election. Aleta then recited the “Article V 
Elections and Voting Procedures” of the SLAS constitution. Anyone interested in running for 
officer must reach out to Rochelle in August. 
Aleta then listed upcoming events (which are on the club calendar):
Sat. 16 July- Sun Party @ Winchester Park
Sat 23 July- Star Party @ SPOC
Fri 5 Aug- Star Party @ Whitmore Library
Sat 6 Aug- Club Summer Party, followed by Star Party @ SPOC
Bring your own dinner, SLAS will provide sodas & Water to drink
Sat 13 August- Sun Party @ Winchester Park
Sat 20 Aug- Star Party @ SPOC *Stansbury Days*
Patrick told Rochelle that there is a check for $50 donation in memory of Roen Hale. Aleta said 
she will deposit the check. Ken mentioned he is working on making changes with the way SLAS
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blast emails are being sent to Gmail addresses. Ken is creating new pages on the website for a 
SLAS Blast archive where members can log in to the website and see the messages if they don't 
receive them via e-mail. Ken will update the board when he makes those changes.
There being no further business, Aleta adjourned the meeting.
Meeting adjourned: 8:49 PM

SALT LAKE ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY BOARD MEETING MINUTES 
August 10, 2022 

Board Members in Attendance: Aleta Cox, Tony Sarra, Rochelle Tarin, Jeannie Gamble, and Jim Keane (via Zoom)
Other Members in Attendance: Patrick Wiggins, Joan Carman, Ken Warner, Don Abernathy, Krista Lemoine, and
Rodger Fry (via Zoom) Location: Denny’s 250 West 500 South, Salt Lake City, Utah, and via Zoom President Aleta Cox
called the meeting to order: 7:28 PM Aleta provided an Agenda to Board Members at the start of the meeting. Aleta
asked Rodger if he had anything to report. Rodger said the general meetings for the rest of the year are assigned a
speaker. August 17th – Dr. Stefanie Milam, James Webb Space Telescope scientist will speak about the newly
acquired images by the telescope. September 21, 2022 – Ashwin R. Vasavada from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
will speak about the Mars rover missions and their findings. October 19, 2022 – Anil Seth from the University of
Utah Physics Department will speak about their black hole discovery in an Andromeda Galaxy Globular Cluster.
November 16, 2022 – Michael J. Malaska will speak about the potential for life in the deep subsurface of Saturn’s
moon Titan. Rodger mentioned he would like to step down from finding guest speakers for next year and pass on
the duty to someone else. Rodger said there was a roof leak in the storage unit next to the Wiggins building.
Unfortunately, water leaked on the loaner telescopes, and a tarp will need to be placed over the telescopes. Jim said
he will go out this weekend to put a tarp over the telescopes. Tony asked Rodger if Josh Walawender has
responded to his request in being a guest speaker. Rodger said no but he can be a guest speaker for next year if he
wishes. Aleta asked Tony if he had anything to report. Tony said he had nothing to report. Aleta asked Rochelle if
she had anything to report. Rochelle said July’s end-of-month balance was $52,693.95 with 12 new members.
Rochelle told Tony that she has been emailing him about setting up a Zoom meeting with Nethra to talk about
social media content. Tony said he has not checked his email but will respond. Aleta then asked Jeannie if she had
anything to report. Jeannie said she rejected the designs 
sent to her for poster signs. Jeannie is working on other design options. Aleta said she has some 
signs that Jeannie can use in the meantime. Jeannie said she canceled the August 6th social
gathering due to the weather. Jeannie asked if the board would like to reschedule. The board 
agrees to reschedule the social gathering to September 3rd (the first-star party of the month).
Jeannie told Ken she will send info on someone who wants to be removed from the board 
mailing list. Ken said he also received that email and will remove them. Jeannie said the first 
school star party is scheduled for August 26th at Saint Olaf Catholic School in Bountiful, Utah. Jeannie asked how
late in the year school parties go until. Ken and Aleta said until the end of October. Aleta asked Jim if he had
anything to report. Jim didn’t have anything to report. Aleta mentioned the officer nominations for 2023 are now
open for President, Vice President, Secretary/Treasurer, and 2 Board Members at Large. All officer positions are
open for 
nominations. Rochelle and Jeannie will not be running for re-election. Aleta has served two years and must step
down per the SLAS Constitution. Jim said he will run again for Board Member at Large. Marlene Egger is also
running for Board Member at Large. Aleta has nominated Tony for Vice President. Tony accepted. Jim mentioned he
might know someone interested in running for President but will have to double check with them. Aleta sent out a 
SLAS blast about officer nominations and will open nominations for anyone during the August general meeting.
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Aleta then introduced Krista Lemoine to the board, she is an active member of SLAS. Krista 
asked the board if SLAS is interested in using NASA Night Sky kits at star parties for kids to 
enjoy. Krista mentioned as long as SLAS keeps using the kits, NASA will keep providing them. 
The board agrees in using the kits at star parties. Patrick suggested Krista get in touch with Ann 
House who currently serves as the club’s NASA Night Sky Ambassador.
Aleta asked the board if SLAS has any interest in organizing an International Observe the Moon 
Night. The official date to hold it is October 1, 2022 (there will be a SPOC star party on this date) 
but can hold one any time during September 21-October 9. The board agreed to organize it for 
October 1, 2022. Aleta will register SLAS for this event with the board email. Aleta said the 
International Observe the Moon Night program will host a live broadcast on August 24th at 6 pm 
ET about resources, and Q&A.
Aleta mentioned the Solstice Party is scheduled for December 3, 2022, at Golden Corral in 
Midvale. Aleta asked the board what prizes worked and didn’t work at last year’s Solstice Party.
Ken said anything with optics, calendars, puzzles, t-shirts, meteorites, field guides, and gift 
cards work fine as prizes. Aleta said alien signs and the stuffed comet didn’t do well as prizes 
last year. Aleta suggested capping the winners at 2 prizes and if their name is drawn for a third 
prize, they have the option of trading one back in for it. The board has not decided on this. Jim 
said he will come up with more ideas on prizes. Patrick asked the board if the Harmons
Representative position should be removed from the 
SLAS website since Harmons is no longer participating in SLAS activities. The board agreed to 
remove it.
Ken told Rochelle he will email her a website invoice for reimbursement. Ken mentioned he 
changed the payment page on the SLAS website. If someone turns off both renewals and they 
aren’t logged in, it removes the Astronomical League option. Ken added a comment on the 
website about the Astronomical League pricing being for club members only. Jim asked Ken 
about the email situation. Ken said he is reworking how emails are going to be sent. Instead 
of having someone wait to send an SLAS blast, he is queuing them and has a service that will 
send them out. Someone sending an SLAS blast will be able to go back and see the status of their 
email.
There being no further business, Aleta adjourned the meeting.
Meeting adjourned: 8:26 PM
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SLAS General Meeting Minutes
20 July 2022, 7:30 p.m. MDT

Salt Lake Community College, Rm.TB104

President Aleta Cox welcomed everyone and began meeting at 7:31 p.m. in Room TB104 of the Rampton Technology Building, Taylorsville
Campus of SLCC.  She thanked our hosts, Professor Jonathan Barnes and Professor Sam Jones, who make it possible to meet here in this
room. 
She also gave a shout-out to the Anniversary of the Apollo Moon Landing. We had 22 people in person at SLCC, and 15 online via Zoom.

We had a presentation of a grant check in the amount of $2500.00 from Rocky Mountain Power to SLAS for use in the Library Loaner
Telescope Program. Board Member at Large Jeannie Gamble wrote the grant for us. This money will go to place Telescopes in the
libraries in Davis County. It is enough that we can put one telescope in each library. Joan Carman, Jeannie Gamble, and other board
members were present to accept the check and thank Rocky Mountain Power for their generous donation to this project.

Following the check presentation, Aleta introduced this evening's speaker. Jonathan Barnes is currently an Associate Dean of the Division
of Natural Science and Engineering and is also a Professor at SL Community College. He has been teaching Astronomy and Physics at
SLCC for 14 years. His presentation was called Bringing Order after Chaos. After his presentation, he took questions from the audience
and online participants.

Aleta then turned to announcements and club business.

First item:  Club Officer Elections for 2023. Aleta would like to see at least two nominees for each position. All positions are open for
nomination. Aleta encouraged all to start thinking about whom they want to nominate for next year's officers. Please submit your
nominations to Sec./Treas. Rochelle Tarin. Her email is: rochelleztarin@gmail.com

You may nominate yourself, or someone else. If you nominate someone else, please contact them and ask if they are willing to serve if
elected. Aleta said that nominations would be held during the month of August.

She noted that Rochelle Tarin, current SLAS Secretary/Treasurer is not going to run for re-election, and Jeannie Gamble also is not
seeking re-election. Aleta Cox has served as President for two years and according to the SLAS Constitution, is not eligible for election to
any office next year.

Next item: Ken Warner our Web Master Extraordinaire is making some changes to the website in hopes of curing the problem with Gmail
accounts not receiving SLAS Blasts. He is also creating an archive for all SLAS Blast messages. Members may log in to the website and
view all the messages sent out. It is our hope that this will aid in better communications with club members.

Aleta then turned to Upcoming Events for the Calendar.
           All of these events are on the club's Event Calendar. Any School star parties will only be visible if you are logged in as a member,
otherwise, all are visible to the public.
                       
           Sat 23 July- Star Party @ SPOC from dusk 'til 11:00 p.m.

           Fri 5 Aug- Star Party @ Whitmore Library

           Sat 6 Aug- 7:00 p.m. Club Summer Party, followed by Star Party @ SPOC
               Bring your family and your own dinner, SLAS will provide sodas & Water to drink and dessert
           Sat 13 August- Sun Party @ Winchester Park
           Sat 20 Aug- Star Party @ SPOC *Stansbury Days*

           
Aleta asked if there was anything else to announce and hearing nothing, adjourned the meeting at 8: 45 p.m. Some members are going
to the nearby Dee's Restaurant for Advanced Training.
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SLAS General Meeting Minutes
August 17, 2022

7:30 p.m.
President Aleta Cox began the meeting at 7:29 p.m. at the agreement of all present. She welcomed everyone and thanked our
SLCC Host, Professor Jonathan Barnes.
There were 16 people in the room at SLCC, and 27 online via Zoom in attendance. 
She outlined the evening's program: our speaker presentation followed by club business and announcements.

Aleta then introduced our Speaker, Dr. Stefanie Milam, PhD., who is Deputy Project Scientist for Planetary Science, NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center, and turned the time over to her.

Dr. Milham began with a video of the launch of the James Webb Space Telescope. She spoke about the flight and the position
of the telescope in space at the L2 point and how that relates to Earth. She spoke about the initial space testing, unfolding, and
alignments that all went flawlessly and praised the workers who designed and built the equipment so that it would work well.
With the telescope at the L2 point, it always has access to sunlight, making it so the solar panel didn't have to be as large as on
other space projects. The Webb telescope operates in the infrared spectrum, whereas Hubble is in the visible spectrum. The
telescope has many missions planned for its 20-year expected lifespan. [Ed.- I hope we get more than that out of it.] One of its
missions is to search for planets around other stars. It can study inside gas and dust clouds. Dr. Milham mentioned that the
first images released were designed to show off the equipment and science over the last 20-plus years. She shared a deep field
view from Hubble, and then showed the same deep field view with Webb, and how much more pronounced and defined the
stars, galaxies, and background were in comparison. She encouraged us to download the image in high-res and zoom in on it
to explore it for ourselves. She shared an image showing gravitational lensing and explained how that works. Then she shared
an image of the Southern Ring Nebula by Hubble, and then with Webb to show the difference in resolution and amazing detail
in the cloud/gas bubble around it. Also, the Webb image showed the Binary star system, wherein the Hubble image the 2nd
star was lost in the diffraction. She also showed images of Stephan's Quintet and the Carina Nebula, each with Hubble first, and
then with the Webb to show the difference in the image qualities. She showed how they can use the Webb telescope to study
the spectrum of a planet around another star. Future observations will be coming up of Mars, studies of Jupiter and its ring
system, as well as other studies of Jupiter. Next month's plans are to study Europa and its plumes and composition. So, stay
tuned she said.  She then answered a few questions from the audience. Aleta Cox thanked her for the awesome presentation
she gave and encouraged more applause from the audience. 

Then Aleta turned to club business.
The first item was the nominations of club officers for 2023. Positions completely open are President and Secretary/Treasurer.
There have been nominations for the other positions. Tony Sarra has been nominated for a second term as Vice President, and
for Board Members at Large, we have three nominations: Marlene Egger, Jim Keane, and Krista Lemoine.  Aleta reminded
everyone that they could nominate themselves or others, but if nominating someone else, please contact them first to see if
they will agree to serve before nominating them. The floor was opened for nominations for officers. No one nominated anyone-
either in person or from online participators. Aleta mentioned that we will close nominations on August 31, the end of the
month, and encouraged those nominations to be made. Send nominations to Rochelle Tarin, and cc Aleta Cox.

The next item on the Agenda was some calendar information. Aleta reminded everyone to mark their calendars for the
December Solstice Party on December 3, 2022, at 7:00 p.m. at Golden Corral in Midvale (where it was last year). Then she listed
upcoming star parties, all of which are on the star party brochure/schedule and the Events Calendar. She brought special
attention to the School Star Party on August 26, 2022, to be held at St. Olaf's Catholic School in Bountiful. The school will have
dinner for all telescope operators. Those wishing to participate, please RSVP to Jeannie Gamble at
pickleprincess007@hotmail.com. She wants to give them rough numbers so they can prepare enough food.

Aleta concluded by asking if there was anything else or if she had forgotten anything. Vice President Tony Sarra mentioned that
some of them were going for Advanced Training at the nearby Dees Restaurant. Hearing nothing further from anyone, she
adjourned the meeting at approximately 8:45 p.m.


